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Exclusive: Don Fitzgerald on Vinci, BMW, and More
We’re pleased to share the following Q&A with Don Fitzgerald, fund manager
of the Tocqueville Value Europe Fund, based in Paris. Don selects stocks on a
bottom-up basis, supported by in-house research. Don graduated from Trinity
College Dublin in 1996. He previously worked in structured finance and as an
investor in distressed debt in Dublin, London, Frankfurt and Paris.
The Manual of Ideas: Where do you see value among European equities?

“Vinci [France: DG] owns a
portfolio of high-quality
concessions: about half of the
French tolled motorway
network and about twenty
airports in France, Portugal
and Cambodia.”

Don Fitzgerald: The recent weakness has thrown up some interesting
opportunities among the companies perceived as slightly more cyclical. We’ve
recently built a position in out-of-favor French concession and construction
group Vinci [France: DG]. The group owns a portfolio of high-quality
concessions: about half of the French tolled motorway network and about
twenty airports in France, Portugal and Cambodia. This concessions portfolio
accounts for the bulk of the value of the group. A smaller part of the group’s
value lies in its construction and contracting division, which has done well over
the years but is currently facing a slow environment in its domestic French
market and had some execution problems in the U.K. The group is shareholder
focused, with employees and management holding 10% of the capital.
MOI: Why do you think Vinci is out of favor?
Fitzgerald: Over half of the group’s activity is in France and anything related to
France is very out of fashion currently given the weak economy and political
uncertainties. Some politicians have even made aggressive comments targeting
the profitability of the French toll road operators like Vinci. This grabs headlines
and puts pressure on the share price.
However, the legal contracts behind the French motorway concessions have
been tested in court several times and, so far, Vinci has always come out on top.
So, we don’t feel the moat is under threat. The group’s cash flow held up very
well in the financial crisis and a large part of the cost base in contracting is
variable, so we don’t feel it’s as cyclical as perceived.
MOI: How do you value Vinci’s equity?
Fitzgerald: We look at it on a sum of the parts. We estimate the concessions are
worth around EUR 35 per share and the contracting business is worth roughly
EUR 20, versus a share price in the low EUR 40s. The headline P/E ratio is 12x,
and EV-to-EBITDA is 6.5x. We feel that this is a case of the market “throwing
out the baby with the bathwater” and you get paid a safe 4% dividend to wait.
MOI: What are your thoughts on BMW, one of your long term holdings?
Fitzgerald: We’ve recently added to BMW. We like it for several reasons. Their
design guys really understand how to build cars people really want and their
marketing guys know how to keep the brand desirable and sell at premium
pricing. They’ve invested heavily in reducing carbon emissions, developing
electric cars etc. and seem to be a step ahead of the competition in this respect.
A further competitive edge stems from the lowest cost of financing in the
industry for the highly profitable and stable finance arm. In fact, the financing
arm is a crucial part of the group that improves customer loyalty and provides a
steady recurring profits stream, often underappreciated by the analyst and
investor community. The company is focused on doing what it does best, as well
as on long-term wealth creation, unlike the empire building of some other
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German car-makers. The peak of the capex and R&D cycle is probably behind
them, and the stock is about as cheap you’ll find for a quality large cap cyclical.
Over the last ten years they’ve grown sales around 7% per annum almost
entirely organically. Return on equity has been consistently around 15%, apart
from 2008 and 2009 when the profits dived but the group still remained
profitable and paid a dividend. Other large companies with a similar track record
and prospects tend to trade at more generous multiples.
MOI: How do you think about BMW’s preferred [Germany: BMW3] versus
ordinary shares [Germany: BMW]?

“We own the [BMW]
preference shares, which
trade on a P/E below 7x.
They trade just above book
value and pay you a growing
dividend yield above 4%.”

Fitzgerald: We own the preference shares, which trade on a P/E below 7x. They
trade just above book value and pay you a growing dividend yield above 4%.
The ordinary shares are a little more expensive around 9x earnings, which is
hardly outrageous for a company with a solid moat and decent track record and
growth prospects. Overall, we feel that the ordinary shares are undervalued too.
The discount of the preference shares relative to the ordinary shares can vary
over time. It is currently around 25%, but during the eurozone crisis it hovered
around 35% for some time. Clearly, the preference shares don’t carry any voting
rights, but the company is controlled by the Quandt family, so the voting shares
in this case don’t improve anything from a governance perspective. In any event,
the Quandt family has proven to be reasonably fair with minority shareholders.
The primary reason for the discount is the liquidity. The preference shares trade
about EUR 6 million per day, which is a lot less than the ordinary shares, but
sufficient for our needs and in excess of many European midcaps that we look
at. We see the position in BMW as a long term holding, so as long as the
preference shares trade at a reasonable discount, we tend to privilege the
preference shares for topping up our position.
If the discount narrows to historically low levels, we would consider switching
into the ordinary shares. However, it’s more important to spend time thinking
about the health and prospects of the BMW group, and overall valuation, than
the relative value between the two share classes.
MOI: Are there other examples of high quality European companies with
multiple share classes or unusual corporate structures that offer value currently?
Fitzgerald: We’re involved in Henkel, a German-listed company focused on
the household products and industrial adhesives industry, and Schroders, which
is a U.K.-listed asset management business. Both of these companies have
multiple share classes which allow you to buy into slightly undervalued above
average businesses at a 10- 25% discount to the more liquid share class.
European holding companies can also be a happy hunting ground. We recently
exited a successful investment in Exor [Italy: EXO], which is a holding
company controlled by the Agnelli family in Italy. Its principle assets are Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles [Italy: FCA] and CNH Industrial [Italy: CNHI] in the
agricultural equipment and trucks business. We started the position during the
financial crisis by purchasing preference shares when the discount to net asset
value was well in excess of 50%. Since then, the value of the underlying assets
has risen, the preference shares were merged with ordinary shares on favorable
terms, and the discount has narrowed to around 15%, so we recently exited. It
turns out we might have exited a few weeks too early as Fiat just announced
plans to monetize the value of Ferrari…
MOI: Don, thank you very much for sharing your current ideas and insights!
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The Manual of Ideas research team is gratified to have won high praise for our investment idea
generation process and analytical work.

“I highly recommend MOI — the thoroughness of the product coupled with the quality
of the content makes it an invaluable tool for the serious investor.”
—TIM DAVIS, MANAGING DIRECTOR, BLUESTEM ASSET MANAGEMENT

“Wonderful.”
—THOMAS S. GAYNER, CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER, MARKEL CORPORATION

“We do similar work ourselves.”
—GLENN GREENBERG, MANAGING DIRECTOR, BRAVE WARRIOR CAPITAL

“The Manual of Ideas is a tremendous effort and very well put together.”
—MOHNISH PABRAI, MANAGING PARTNER, PABRAI INVESTMENT FUNDS

“Outstanding.”
—JONATHAN HELLER, CFA, EDITOR, CHEAP STOCKS

“Very useful.”
—MURAT OZBAYDAR, SOROS FUND MANAGEMENT

“Very impressive.”
—SHAI DARDASHTI, MANAGING PARTNER, DARDASHTI CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

“The best institutional-quality equity research to come along in a long time.”
—PAVEL SAVOR, PROFESSOR OF FINANCE, FOX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

“An extremely valuable resource.”
—GUY SPIER, AQUAMARINE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

“You are quickly becoming one of my must-read sources.”
—CORY JANSSEN, FOUNDER, INVESTOPEDIA.COM
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